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2. Which of these materials is not found in nature? 2. Which of these materials is not found in nature? 2. Which of these materials is not found in nature? 2. Which of these materials is not found in nature? 

Plastic Wood Metal Stone

3. What material are coins made from? 3. What material are coins made from? 3. What material are coins made from? 3. What material are coins made from? 

Fabric Glass Paper Metal

4. What material are books made from? 4. What material are books made from? 4. What material are books made from? 4. What material are books made from? 

Leather Wax Stone Paper

6. Which of these words best describes what glass is like? 6. Which of these words best describes what glass is like? 6. Which of these words best describes what glass is like? 6. Which of these words best describes what glass is like? 

Prickly Rough Smooth Bumpy

7. Which of these words best describes what a pillow is like? 7. Which of these words best describes what a pillow is like? 7. Which of these words best describes what a pillow is like? 7. Which of these words best describes what a pillow is like? 

Squishy Hard Shiny Stretchy

8. Which of these materials is not waterproof? 8. Which of these materials is not waterproof? 8. Which of these materials is not waterproof? 8. Which of these materials is not waterproof? 

Clingfilm Cellophane Tinfoil Cotton wool

5. What material are dresses made from? 5. What material are dresses made from? 5. What material are dresses made from? 5. What material are dresses made from? 

Metal Wood Fabric Glass

1. Which of these materials comes from trees? 1. Which of these materials comes from trees? 1. Which of these materials comes from trees? 1. Which of these materials comes from trees? 

Plastic Wood Metal Stone
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2. Which of these materials is not found in nature? 2. Which of these materials is not found in nature? 2. Which of these materials is not found in nature? 2. Which of these materials is not found in nature? 

Plastic Wood Metal Stone

3. What material are coins made from? 3. What material are coins made from? 3. What material are coins made from? 3. What material are coins made from? 

Fabric Glass Paper Metal

4. What material are books made from? 4. What material are books made from? 4. What material are books made from? 4. What material are books made from? 

Leather Wax Stone Paper

6. Which of these words best describes what glass is like? 6. Which of these words best describes what glass is like? 6. Which of these words best describes what glass is like? 6. Which of these words best describes what glass is like? 

Prickly Rough Smooth Bumpy

7. Which of these words best describes what a pillow is like? 7. Which of these words best describes what a pillow is like? 7. Which of these words best describes what a pillow is like? 7. Which of these words best describes what a pillow is like? 

Squishy Hard Shiny Stretchy

8. Which of these materials is not waterproof? 8. Which of these materials is not waterproof? 8. Which of these materials is not waterproof? 8. Which of these materials is not waterproof? 

Clingfilm Cotton wool Tinfoil Cellophane

5. What material are dresses made from? 5. What material are dresses made from? 5. What material are dresses made from? 5. What material are dresses made from? 

Metal Wood Fabric Glass

1. Which of these materials comes from trees? 1. Which of these materials comes from trees? 1. Which of these materials comes from trees? 1. Which of these materials comes from trees? 

Plastic Wood Metal Stone
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